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WARNING: FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY.  
 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR HAYWARD CONTROLS EVS - EVT SERIES 
 ELECTRIC ACTUATORS (115/24 VAC & 12/24 VDC ) 
This Instruction manual contains important information regarding the installation, operation 
and troubleshooting of EVS -EVR Series Electronic Actuators. Please read these instructions

carefully and save them for future reference. 
EVSIOM REV A 
June 23, 1999 ECR 819R 
 

DESCRIPTION 
EVS - EVT Series Electric Actuators are designed to provide reliable and efficient operation of final control 
elements, such as 1/4 turn valves, with torque requirements up to 3000 inch pounds. 
EVS - EVT Series actuators are available as AC models with duty cycles of 25% or 75% and DC models with a 
100% duty cycle. In addition, a variety of options and accessories are available and use a modular design where all 
"daughter" boards and actuator accessories plug into the "mother" board. Installation is simple and reliability is 
very high. 
This Instruction Manual pertains only to the basic. EVS-EVT Series actuators. Separate instruction manuals are 
available for each option and accessory. 
 
PARTS LIST 
1 Cover 
2 Cover Screws 
3 Gasket (shown) or O-ring 

(weather proof models) 
4 Base 
5.  Output coupling 
6.  Bull Gear 
7.  Bull Gear Retaining Ring 
8.  Output/Cam Shaft 
9.  Cams 
10.  Mother Board 
11.  Mother Board Bracket 
12.  Limit Switches 
13.  Override Shaft 
14.  Motor Gear Box 
15.  Motor Support Plate 

screws 
16.  Motor Support Plate  
17.  Pinion Gear 

FIGURE 1  Parts Identification  
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GENERAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
EVS - EVT Series AC voltage actuators use a split phase motor which internally steps up the applied 115 AC 
voltage and feeds it back to the off terminal. For example, when 115 VAC power is applied at terminals I and 4, 
230 volts will be fed back to terminal 3. This can create a problem for controllers with solid state outputs rated for 
less than 230 VAC and it is suggested that relay outputs be used.  Additionally, due to this feed back, 
multiple actuators cannot be wired in parallel, and individual leads (isolated contacts) must be run 
to each actuator. 
 
It is important to verify that the output torque of the actuator is appropriate for the torque requirements of the valve 
and that the actuator duty cycle is appropriate for the intended application. 
 
DUTY CYCLE 
Exceeding the actuator's rated duty cycle may cause the thermal overload switch to temporarily shut off power to 
the motor.  A 25% duty cycle means that for every operating cycle that the actuator is ON (to open or close the 
valve), the actuator must be OFF for a time equal to three operating cycles. For example, an operating cycle time of 
5 seconds ON, it must be OFF for 15 seconds before it is again operated. A 75% duty cycle means that for every 
operating cycle that the actuator is ON , the actuator must be OFF for 1/3 of a cycle. 
 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 

TORQUE - IN/LBS VOLTAGE DUTY CYCLE CURRENT  AMPS 
150-1000 115 VAC 25% 0.6 

1000-2000 115 VAC 25% 0.8 
2500-3000 115 VAC 25% 1.5 

    
150-600 115 VAC 75% 0.3 

1000-3000 115 VAC 75% 0.6 
    

150-600 12/24 VDC 100% 1.2 
1000-2500 12/24 VDC 100% 2.6 

 
 
 
TEMPERATURE LIMITS 

Low ambient temperatures:  The minimum recommended ambient temperature is 30°F. With the optional heater 
and thermostat installed, the recommended minimum ambient temperature can be lowered to -40°F.  Care should 
be used in selecting actuators for valves for services below 40 °F as lower temperatures can effect valve torque.  
Please consult factory for actuator sizing. 
 
High ambient temperatures: The maximum recommended ambient temperature is 160°F. With electronic options 
installed, the maximum recommended ambient temperature is 150°F with the actuator shaded from direct sunlight. 
 
High media temperatures: For media temperatures between 200°F and 300°F, a shielding plate (about one inch 
larger than the actuator in each dimension and at least a 1/16 " thick) should be placed between the actuator and the 
mounting bracket. Additionally, the actuator should be mounted at the 3 o'clock or 9 o'clock- position relative to 
the pipe. For media temperatures above .300°F, a valve with an extended shaft mounting arrangement should be 
used. 
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CAUTION: Dangerous voltages are present inside the actuator cover unless the power supply to the 
actuator has been shut off or disconnected. Use extreme caution whenever working on the actuator 

with the cover removed. 
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OOLS REQUIRED:   1/16 inch hex wrench 
small flat blade screw driver 
1/2 inch open or box wrench - large enclosures 
3/16 inch hex wrench - small enclosures 

OUNTING THE ACTUATOR 

he actuator may be mounted in any position. In outdoor applications the actuator should not be installed upside down. 

erify that the output torque of the actuator is appropriate for the torque requirements of the valve. All actuators are furnished 
ith a female drive output. On the EVT Series actuators, the output is 0.75" square by 0.75" deep. On the EVS Series actuators, 

he output is 1.00" square by 1.40 deep. Two ISO. bolt patterns (ISO 5211)are provided for actuator mounting. 

t is mandatory that the actuator be firmly secured to a sturdy mounting bracket. A minimum of four bolts with lock 
ashers; should be used to secure the actuator to the bracket. Flexibility in the bracket is not allowed, and backlash, or "play", 

n the coupling should be minimized. The actuator output shaft must be in line (centered)with the valve shaft to avoid side-
oading the shaft. 
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WIRING 
 
For 115 VAC actuators, 18 or 20 gauge wire may be used for short runs. At least 16 gauge wire is recommended for longer 
runs. Be sure to follow local wiring codes. 
 
To operate an electric actuator, power (which may be 24, 115, or 230 VAC dependent on the actuator - please match before 
wiring as the wrong voltage will destroy the motherboard) from the user is wired directly to the actuator's motor through two 
limit switches. The limit switches control the actuators mechanical travel limits, usually 90 degrees. 
 
To drive the actuator counterclockwise (CCW), apply power to terminals 1 and 3. To drive the actuator clockwise(M), apply 
power to terminals 1 and 4. The actuator can be driven fully open (CCW) or closed (CW) by maintaining power to the motor 
until the actuator trips the internal limit switches . Power can also be disconnected at any point during travel to position the 
actuator. 
 
WIRING DIAGRAMS 
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CAUTION: Dangerous voltages are present inside the actuator cover unless the power supply to the 

ctuator has been shut off or disconnected. Use extreme caution whenever working on the actuator with
the cover removed. 
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JUSTMENT OF LIMIT SWITCHES 

 two limit switches operating off the cams on the output shaft determine the exact positions where the actuator will stop at 
end of each cycle. The first limit switch (lower) determines the closed position (CW rotation). The second limit switch 
er) determines the open position (CCW rotation). The limit switches can be adjusted from5 to 320 degrees of actuator 

tion. If an adjustment of any of the positions is required, proceed as follows: 

 Remove Actuator Cover 
Remove the actuator cover by removing the screws securing the cover to the base. 

 Adjust the OPEN limit switch cam 
1. Using a 1/16 hex wrench, loosen the set screw in the OPEN limit switch cam (the second up from the bottom). 
2. Apply power to terminals 1 and 3 (See Figures 3) to drive the actuator to the open position(counterclockwise 

rotation). 
3. Remove the power from the actuator. 
4. Rotate the cam toward the limit switch arm just until the switch clicks closed. 
5. Re-tighten the set screw on the limit switch cam (Be careful not to over-tighten the screw). 

 Adjust the CLOSED limit switch cam 
1. Using a 1/16 inch hex wrench, loosen the set screw in the CLOSED limit switch cam (the bottom one). 
2. Apply power to terminals 1 and 4 (See Figures 3) to drive the actuator to the closed position(clockwise rotation). 
3. Remove the power from the actuator. 
4. Rotate the cam toward the limit switch arm just until the switch clicks closed. 
5. Re-tighten the set screw on the limit switch cam (Be careful not to over-tighten the screw). 

TIONAL ADDITIONAL LIMIT SWITCHES 

 actuator's travel limit switches may be used to indicate the open and closed status of the actuator. Power at terminal 3 is 
tched to terminal 5 when the actuator is fully CCW.  Power at terminal 4 is switched to terminal 6when the actuator is fully 
.  Figure 4 shows the motherboard with switch connection locations. If dry contacts are needed, up to three additional limit 

tches may be installed in the actuator. When installed, they will use the following connectors on the mother board: 

ra Limit Switch 1 (#3)        Connector S4 
ra Limit Switch 2 (#4)        Connector S5 
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OPERATION 
Manual Override Function: To use the manual override function, push the override shaft down approximately a1/4 inch to 
disengage the motor from the gear train. While holding the shaft down, turn the shaft with a wrench to reach the desired 
position. Be careful not to drive the actuator past the limit switch settings; it is possible to damage installed options such as a 
feedback potentiometer. 
Note: The manual override shaft must be returned to its fully upward position before the motor is re-engaged. 
 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
 
If the actuator fails to operate: 

Check that the proper voltages are present at the actuator's terminal connections. 
Check all the plug-in connections to be sure they are properly installed - Motor to connector S3, Bottom limit switch to 
S2, Second limit switch to S1, and Motor capacitor to J & K. 
If the motor is hot the actuator may have gone in to thermal over load protection (the motors are equipped with internal 
thermal overload protection). Let the motor cool and check the following: 
Are the limit switches properly set? 
Is the actuator's duty cycle correct for the application? 
Is the actuator's output torque within the required range? 
 

If the actuator's motor hums or turns slowly: 
Check the actuators motor capacitor to see if it is broken or cracked. 
Make sure power is applied only to one terminal, either 3 or 4 but not both. 
Check for a bad connection at motor socket S3. 


